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Abstract: The historical division of water management into different sectors, with financially
and technologically driven decision processes, makes taking a more holistic approach to finding
sustainable solutions for urban water management difficult. Here, a planning framework for
Integrated Urban Water Management (IUWM) that evolved during a two-year study evaluating
alternative strategies for dual water supply within a local government context is described.
The planning framework was developed to overcome the obstacles that surfaced over the course of the
study. It provides a structured approach to strategic decision making that integrates triple bottom line
(TBL), multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, and participatory
decision making into an exploration of water supply alternatives. TBL assured stakeholders that
the decisions considered the financial, social, and environmental performance. MCDA provided
visibility into the benefits and trade-offs of the alternatives by providing a quantitative method for
comparing alternatives that incorporates incommensurate performance indicators and priorities of
multiple stakeholders. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses addressed concerns regarding decision
risk and improved transparency into inputs driving uncertainty in the analysis. Finally, a flexible
participatory process helped to circumvent socio-institutional barriers by adapting the methodology
and increasing cooperation among stakeholders and multidisciplinary experts. The resulting
collaborative, risk-informed, TBL-MCDA (CRTM) planning framework helps to refine the feasible
set of alternatives by providing more transparency into the drivers, technologies, and stakeholders
influencing the decision. The planning framework increased the number of participants that were
involved in the study, increased interaction between participants, changed the structure of the decision
problem, increased the number of performance indicators considered, and improved stakeholder
cooperation in the decision process.

Keywords: integrated urban water management; multi-criteria decision analysis; planning framework

1. Introduction

Urban water management is a critical component of urban livability providing sanitation, safe
drinking water, urban drainage and protection from flooding, nutrients and water for agriculture,
aesthetics and recreation, and protection of the environment and water sources [1]. Water system
maintenance is challenged by difficulties in financing the replacement of aging water infrastructure,
climate change, changing populations, urban consolidation, environmental degradation, and public
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understanding of the value of water systems and services [2–4]. To respond, managers need a new
approach that includes integrated urban water systems and distributed systems strategies; considers
financial, social, and environmental costs and benefits; and, employs an adaptive, participatory
approach to decision making [5–7]. Conventional water management approaches may no longer
be suitable to meet future challenges. Marlow et al. [2] shows how the ‘option space’, a sub-set of
feasible alternatives, is influenced by actors (participants that are involved in the water infrastructure
decision process), technology (solutions available and the confidence in performance), and drivers
(goals, constraints, and other factors) in integrated urban water management (IUWM) decision making.
A planning framework for urban water infrastructure decision making is needed that allows for
inclusion of integrated and distributed urban water strategies in the option space, considers all the
costs and benefits, and takes a more agile and inclusive approach to decision making.

The last century’s financially-driven, technocratic water management methods resulted in the
separation of technological solutions into different water sectors, isolating them from their social
and environmental contexts and from broader urban planning [8]. The unintended consequences of
these methods include inefficient use of water, poor nutrient control, wasted energy, and insufficient
institutional capacity to adapt to the complexity of social-ecological systems with new technological
solutions [2,9,10].

Integrated urban water management (IUWM) offers an adaptive and iterative process to overcome
these limitations, and align urban development and basin management, by engaging local communities
in solving problems through the efficient integration of water sources, water use sectors, and
water services at different scales [8]. Like similar frameworks, including sustainable urban water
management, total water management, and One Water, IUWM attempts to [2,8,11,12]:

• balance economic development, social equity, and environmental sustainability;
• support a flexible, transdisciplinary approach involving multiple stakeholders and public engagement;
• cultivate a holistic view that recognizes relationships among the water, land use, real estate, and

energy sectors;
• create a more natural water cycle that addresses urban water way disconnections;
• increase flexibility and resiliency of urban water systems;
• enhance water security through local source diversification with non-traditional water sources;
• implement a fit-for-purpose approach that matches water quality with the intended use;
• promote water recycling and energy and nutrient recovery; and,
• use water and energy resources efficiently.

Despite discussion of IUWM approaches in the literature [2,5,13], few successful implementations
have been reported. Key obstacles include lock-in effects from legacy systems, a risk-averse culture with
little tolerance for uncertainty, increased complexity, biases toward technocratic solutions, financially
driven decisions, decreasing government budgets, vertical and horizontal institutional fragmentation,
and a lack of collaborative governance and community participation [2,5,9,13]. More guidance is
needed for water managers in how to overcome obstacles to IUWM when defining the option space.
Marlow et al. [2] identified two feedback loops, a hard loop that is focused on asset management
metrics and soft loop driven by stakeholder perceptions of responsibilities, values, risk tolerance, and
willingness to pay, driving investment decisions. The soft loop is likely responsible for the low level of
adoption of alternative strategies [2] and highlights the need for methodologies to improve stakeholder
visibility into all of the costs and benefits of competing strategies. This soft feedback loop concept that
was introduced by Marlow et al. [2] is used throughout this paper.

Researchers have offered several conceptual frameworks to address obstacles to IUWM.
The American Water Works Association (AWWA), United States Environmental Protection Agency
(USEPA), and American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE) promote triple bottom line (TBL) analysis for
water infrastructure decision making to encourage more sustainable practices [14–16]. TBL structures
the decision problem into economic, social, and environmental dimensions and it maintains separate
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bottom lines to include all costs and benefits [17]. Several studies have used MCDA, which provides
a computational method for analyzing a set of decision alternatives (discrete decision space) over
incommensurable criteria with different weights of importance [18], in water resources management
decision problems [19–24]. Hyde et al. [25] and Scholten et al. [26] applied uncertainty analysis to
address decision risk due to future uncertainty in a water resource development problem and a water
supply infrastructure problem. Scholten et al. [26] and Karaca et al. [23] address uncertainty with
MCDA and alternative future scenarios. Other authors have applied social learning frameworks to
address socio-institutional barriers to IUWM [10,27,28]. The planning framework that is presented
here provides a structured approach to high-level strategic decision making through the integration of
triple bottom line (TBL), multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA), uncertainty and sensitivity analyses,
and participatory decision making.

This paper discusses how several of the previously referenced obstacles were encountered
during a two-year study in Fort Collins, Colorado, which explored alternative strategies for dual
water supply within a local government context. The large number of study participants from
diverse city departments made a collaborative and flexible approach essential. The initial decision
methodology was adapted to address the obstacles and participants’ needs encountered during the
study. A Collaborative, Risk-informed, TBL-MCDA (CRTM) planning framework for IUWM evolved
through the integration of various strategies suggested in the literature for overcoming obstacles to
water resources and environmental decision making. The CRTM framework addresses the challenges
of organizational fragmentation and bias toward technocratic solutions with a flexible transdisciplinary
process involving multidisciplinary experts and stakeholders. It uses a hybrid TBL-MCDA approach
to decision making that seeks to fully consider and provide transparency into the financial, social, and
environmental benefits and trade-offs of the alternatives considered. Finally, it uses uncertainty and
global sensitivity analyses to address decision risk and problem complexity by evaluating the reliability
of the results under uncertainty and improving transparency into the inputs driving uncertainty in
the results.

This paper focuses on the approach that is taken in the study, the evolution of the framework,
and the impacts it had on the study. It is organized into four main sections. Section 2 introduces the
case study where the proposed framework was applied. It describes the original approach proposed
for the study and the methodological changes needed for project success that led to the evolution of
the proposed framework. Section 3 explains the methodology used in the CRTM planning framework.
Section 4 shows how the CRTM framework impacted the approach taken in the case study. Finally,
Section 5 discusses how the framework addresses barriers to IUWM identified in the literature and the
broader applications of the framework. Technical details and results for the dual water systems study
can be found in Cole et al. [29]. Although the CRTM framework was only applied to a local case study,
it has the potential to be applicable to other public infrastructure decisions involving complex systems
with multiple stakeholders.

2. Study to Assess Alternatives for Dual Water Supply

The City of Fort Collins is committed to sustainability in their approach to planning for the future,
which involves a dynamic process that includes systems thinking, continuous improvement, and
TBL analysis [30]. Water managers at the utility saw the replacement of their aging water supply
distribution system as an opportunity to improve the water supply infrastructure to better meet
the city’s future water needs and sustainability goals. These goals included improving drinking
water quality, promoting more efficient use of water and energy resources, enhancing the city’s
water corridors, improving community livability, and facilitating sustainable regional benefits [29,30].
The Water Engineering and Field Services Operations Manager discussed ideas for separate water
supply via dual distribution systems with Colorado State University (CSU) faculty, which led to
a two-year study where Fort Collins Utilities commissioned CSU to explore the topic further [29].
The study evaluated four alternatives for the dual supply of raw and treated water, in addition
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to maintaining the existing conventional system. The first three alternatives used the existing
distribution system to supply raw water for irrigation and fire supply, but they considered varying
scales of decentralized water treatment and new potable distribution (centralized water treatment
and dual distribution, neighborhood scale water treatment and neighborhood dual distribution, and
point-of-entry water treatment with single distribution of raw water). The fourth alternative utilized
the existing network of irrigation ditches throughout the city to supply raw water for seasonal irrigation
(separated irrigation systems).

The study participants were comprised of four main groups, the project team, internal and
external experts, and the stakeholder group. The initial interdisciplinary project team was comprised
of managers from three departments within the utility (water engineering & field services, water
treatment, and water resources) and researchers from the Civil & Environmental Engineering
Department at CSU. Internal experts were experts outside the initial project team from a different city
or CSU departments. External experts were the other experts consulted who did not work for the city
or the university. The stakeholder group included the project team and representatives from multiple
city departments comprising the Nature in the City Group (NICG). The stakeholder group did not
include the public, but the NICG had direct engagement with residents, community and business
partners, the Mayor, and City council members through participation in a project that focuses on
improving the community’s access to nature. The NICG focuses on how to enhance the city’s natural
areas to support more diverse social and ecological opportunities [31].

Although the city is committed to collaborative governance and sustainability in future planning,
there is no standard method for incorporating systems thinking, TBL analysis, and continuous
improvement in a collaborative decision process. Like other cities, departments are organized by
technical specialty and they tend to work independent of one another. This posed a methodological
problem for the project team. How could it foster collaboration among departments needed for systems
thinking and continuous improvement and conduct a quantitative, reproducible triple bottom line
analysis of the alternatives?

2.1. Original Methodology

The original methodology proposed for the study incorporated TBL and MCDA in the analysis,
but took a linear, technocratic approach that was driven by the project team, with limited opportunity
for stakeholder participation (Figure 1). The project team was responsible for identifying alternatives
and structuring the problem; expert consultation was intended to guide alternative designs; and,
stakeholder input was limited to weighting the criteria used in the decision analysis.

The City of Fort Collins uses TBL for future planning and decision making to ensure a comprehensive
consideration of all the benefits and trade-offs that are associated with a project from an economic,
human, and environmental perspective [30]. Evaluating alternative urban water strategies through
TBL is not new. Chen and Wang [32] conducted a TBL cost-benefit analysis by monetizing social
and environmental benefits, and Kang and Lansey [33] and Liner and deMonsabert [34] applied
optimization methods to multi-objective water supply problems to demonstrate the tradeoffs between
TBL objectives. Karaca et al. [23] conducted a qualitative TBL analysis of water and energy infrastructure
using MCDA and scenario planning. These studies provide insight into criteria and methodologies that
can aid decision makers by improving transparency into the benefits and tradeoffs between economic,
social, and environmental objectives. However, they do not address the inclusion of competing
stakeholder priorities in the decision-making process.

Hajkowicz and Collins [20] suggest using MCDA in water resources decision problems to provide
transparency and accountability in the decision process; include and facilitate conflict resolution
among multiple stakeholders; provide a logical and robust framework for decision making; and, allow
for the inclusion of important non-financial factors (e.g., water quality, greenhouse gas emissions,
improvements to urban natural areas, affordability) in the decision-making process. Using MCDA in
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this way provides a structured methodology for exploring the option space and narrows the field of
feasible alternatives.
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The original methodology proposed using MCDA to evaluate the alternatives’ performance on
the criteria that were identified by the project team with the results being aggregated to provide a
single bottom line (Figure 1). Independent of the MCDA, the city’s existing TBL tool, based off the City
of Olympia and Evergreen State Sustainability Action Map [35,36], would be used to complete a TBL
analysis for each alternative (Figure 1). The city’s TBL tool listed an alternative’s strengths, limitations,
and opportunities from an economic, social, and environmental perspective, but did not provide a
quantitative method for computing the bottom lines. The MCDA results and TBL lists would have
been used to make recommendations for future strategies.

2.2. Stakeholder and Project Team Identified Needs for Project Success

The decisions that were made in the study could have affected several other departments within
the utility, the city, and the broader region, making collaboration essential to the study’s success.
Collaboration was pursued through a transparent, cooperative, and adaptive process that was focused
on improving participant knowledge, understanding the problem from multiple perspectives, and
remaining open to stakeholder feedback to ensure alignment with city goals and community priorities.
Engaging in this process surfaced several additional needs for project success.
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2.2.1. Need for More Inclusive Participation

Due to the exploratory nature of the study, consultation with utility experts led to the identification
of other experts to consult, ideas for other alternatives to consider, and a larger perspective of the
problem. The original approach (Figure 1) needed to be more agile to accommodate a continuously
evolving problem structure as a larger, more diverse group of experts were consulted.

The first stakeholder meeting with the NICG sought to explain and validate the project, methods,
alternatives, evaluation criteria, and elicit stakeholder preferences. The project team arrived with a
set of highly technical criteria that also included a small number of social and environmental criteria.
The original criteria were grouped under five main criteria: capital costs, operations and maintenance,
social and environmental, system performance, and risks (Figure 1). However, during and after the first
stakeholder workshop, it was clear that stakeholders wanted more meaningful participation. They felt
that the original criteria did not adequately address ecological and social concerns. They identified
several missing criteria and felt their involvement in defining the criteria used to evaluate the option
space was important to ensure a comprehensive analysis of the alternatives.

The initial technocratic approach did not fully consider the soft feedback loop and the need to
integrate a wide variety of stakeholder values, interests, and priorities in the identification and analysis
of alternative strategies. It assumed that the non-technical stakeholders (NICG) would be satisfied
with a level of participation typical to other MCDA studies where they rate the relative importance of
the performance metrics defined by experts. The result was that stakeholders did not feel empowered
in the decision process and they were unwilling to participate further if changes were not made.

2.2.2. Comprehensive TBL Approach

The NICG also believed that the decision methodology deviated too far from the TBL approach
that city staff had become accustomed to using. They were unclear about how the proposed decision
analysis methods would interface with TBL in the final decision. Their other concern was that since
social and environmental performance indicators were all included under one of the five main criteria
(Figure 1), financial, social, and environmental performance did not have equal standing in the decision
analysis. This reflects the non-compensability issue that was brought up in the literature in the ‘strong’
versus ‘weak’ sustainability debate where there is disagreement on whether human-made capital
assets can substitute natural capital assets as long as the aggregated income does not decrease over
time (weak sustainability) [37]. Strong sustainability advocates argue these are not interchangeable,
as social and economic systems depend on natural capital. Therefore, natural capital must be protected
to ensure the success of future generations [37].

2.2.3. Uncertainty and Decision Risk

Enabling a larger group of experts and stakeholders from different backgrounds to define the
problem structure increased the complexity of the decision problem. How would decision risk from
uncertainty in the applied MCDA methodology, stakeholder preferences, and inputs used to assess
alternative performance be dealt with in the decision analysis? How could the project team identify
key inputs driving uncertainty in alternative performance and simplify the decision model for future
analysis? Finally, how should major future changes that could alter the structure of the decision
problem be addressed?

3. CRTM Planning Framework

The unanticipated stakeholder and project team concerns and reluctance of stakeholders to
participate further without changes led the project team to re-evaluate the methodology. Several
modifications were made to address concerns and regain stakeholder commitment to the study.
The CRTM planning framework (Figure 2) evolved from the needs that were identified for project
success. The new framework addressed the methodological concerns by integrating the three pillars of
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sustainability into the decision model with a new hybrid TBL-MCDA approach, decreased decision
risk with the inclusion of uncertainty and sensitivity analyses and scenario planning, and included
a more flexible participatory approach throughout the decision process. The hybrid TBL-MCDA
provided structure for complex IUWM decision problems by ensuring that the financial, social,
and environmental bottom lines have equal representation in the final decision. Inclusion of
uncertainty and sensitivity analysis provided insight into performance under future uncertainty
and transparency into the model inputs driving the decision process. Scenario planning would enable
the evaluation of extreme future scenarios that cannot be addressed with uncertainty analysis. Finally,
including the NICG, multidisciplinary experts, and managers throughout the process enabled a holistic
transdisciplinary approach to urban water management decision-making, fostered better alignment
with city goals, and identified conflicts and opportunities for collaboration with other city departments.

3.1. Hybrid TBL-MCDA Approach

In a study evaluating sustainability in asset management in the Australian water sector, water
professionals agreed that water authorities needed to embed sustainability into decision tools and
move away from thinking of sustainability as a ‘bolt-on issue’ to be successful [38]. The NICG in the
dual water supply study expressed the same sentiment. The original approach, like other studies
that applied MCDA to evaluate water management alternatives, used a combination of financial,
social, and environmental criteria to calculate one aggregate score rather than a score in each bottom
line [39,40]. However, in Fort Collins, the visibility of alternatives’ performance on each bottom line
was important to stakeholders. The CRTM framework took a new hybrid TBL-MCDA approach
(Figure 3), which integrated TBL into the MCDA and maintained separation between financial, social,
and environmental performance. The main criteria were evaluated through each TBL lens to ensure
the comprehensive consideration of the impacts and ensured the three dimensions of sustainability
had equal representation in the decision process.

The criteria used in the MCDAs were developed by defining the main criteria for the evaluation
of the alternatives, then evaluating the main criteria from each dimension of sustainability to define the
performance indicators that were used to measure the performance of the alternatives on each bottom
line (details can be found in Cole et al. [29]). The new criteria and performance indicators were defined
by the project team based on the original criteria and feedback from the NICG. Then, stakeholder
preferences on the relative importance of the main criteria for each bottom line were elicited while
using a direct rating method [41]. This ensured each bottom line had equal standing in the final
decision and allowed stakeholders to decide how important each criterion was to financial, social,
and environmental performance. Outputs were developed to enable participants to readily assess
the performance from each TBL lens for each alternative based on average scores using stakeholder
preferences in each TBL category (Figure 4; refer to [29] for study methodology and results).

3.2. Addressing Decision Risk

Decision risk concerns included increasing complexity due to a larger, more diverse group of
participants defining the problem structure, the MCDA technique selected, uncertainty regarding
model inputs, and uncertainty in assumptions that were made about the future when defining the
problem. The project team also wanted to improve transparency in the decision process by identifying
key inputs driving uncertainty in the decision analysis results.
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3.2.1. Robustness across MCDA Methods

The most commonly used MCDA methods in water resources planning and management decision
problems are compromise programming, analytical hierarchy process, the preference ranking organization
method for enrichment evaluation (PROMETHEE) and elimination and choice expressing reality
(ELECTRE) outranking methods, and the weighted sum method (WSM) [20,41,43]. Recent water resources
and environmental studies compared the results of several MCDA techniques on the same problem and
found that, regardless of the technique applied, the alternative rankings only vary slightly and there is
rarely a change in the top ranked alternative [21,43,44]. However, Hajkowicz and Higgins [44] found a
slightly larger risk of change in alternative ranking with analyses that include a mix of quantitative and
qualitative criteria. Stakeholder involvement in defining the criteria that were used in this study increased
the number of criteria in the decision analysis, as well as the number of qualitative criteria. Therefore,
there was a need to confirm the decision results while using more than one MCDA technique.

Analytical hierarchy process and outranking methods are better suited for a mix of qualitative and
quantitative data, but they are more complex and less transparent to stakeholders [41,45]. Howard [46],
Janssen [22], and Zanakis et al. [47] all found methods that are easy for stakeholders to understand,
such as the weighted sum method, facilitate user acceptance and buy-in in the decision-making process.
Belton and Stewart [45] recommend using a simpler method with stakeholders to avoid stakeholder
confusion, and doing a comparison analysis using other techniques later in the analysis stage for a
comparison of the results. As a result, the WSM was used initially and then compared to an analysis
using an outranking method (PROMETHEE II) to confirm the decision results [29].
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Other criticisms of MCDA include poor problem structuring that omits important criteria or
alternatives, valuation and scaling effects from reducing multi-dimensional problems to a single
dimension for aggregation, difficulty in accounting for uncertainties in model inputs, and failure
to account for extreme future scenarios in the analysis [41,48]. Integrating a participatory approach
throughout the decision process helped to reduce omission risk. Using multiple MCDA techniques
helped address uncertainty due to the valuation and scaling techniques applied in the weighted sum
MCDA technique. The remaining issues were addressed later with the integration of uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses and scenario planning into the framework.

3.2.2. Uncertainty and Sensitivity Analyses

Services from water infrastructure may be relied upon for 100 years or more. Therefore,
decisions about planning and management of urban water supply infrastructure are made under deep
uncertainty [49]. Public sector decisions are conducted under a high degree of public scrutiny, and
uncertainty must be acknowledged, rigorously quantified, and considered in any decision process.
Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses can decrease decision risk and improve transparency into the key
inputs driving the decisions. Therefore, these approaches are essential for robust decision making
and the evaluation of alternatives under future uncertainty [50]. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses
improve decision analysis by examining the reliability of the MCDA results given uncertainty in
criteria weights and performance indicator input factors, identifying key inputs driving uncertainty in
the decision model results and identifying options for model simplification [25,26,51].

Most MCDA sensitivity analyses in the water resources planning and management field use
one-at-a-time or local sensitivity analysis [25,26]. However, the potential for significant highly
nonlinear interactions between parameters makes variance-based global sensitivity analysis a more
appropriate choice when comparing IUWM alternatives. Variance-based sensitivity analysis measures
the contribution of uncertainty in the model inputs to the output model variance by varying inputs
according to a given probability distribution, simultaneously evaluating the contribution from each
individual input and the interactions between inputs [26,51,52].

Cole and colleagues [53] performed an uncertainty analysis using a Monte Carlo-based approach
to determine the reliability of financial, social, and environmental performance of IUWM alternatives.
Probability distributions were defined for each uncertain input. Monte Carlo samples were then
generated and run through the financial, social, and environmental decision models to evaluate the
full range of possible outcomes given uncertainty in the model inputs. That analysis was followed
by a variance-based sensitivity analysis to calculate first order (main) and total sensitivity indices for
each input. First order sensitivity indices, which show the main effect contribution of each input to
the output variance [51], were used to prioritize inputs that had the most influence on alternative
performance uncertainty. Total sensitivity indices, which also include the interaction effects between
inputs on the output variance [51], were used to identify non-influential inputs that could be fixed
in future iterations for model simplification. However, how does the IUWM decision hold up if
assumptions about the future environment change?

3.2.3. Scenarios of Alternative Futures

Contextual uncertainty, extreme changes in the utility’s operating environment, which may result
in a change to the drivers, actors, and technologies defining the option space, cannot be addressed with
uncertainty analysis. Scenario planning can address this limitation by providing a process for considering
plausible alternative future scenarios [23,26,54]. The purpose of scenario planning is to identify large
scale uncertain and uncontrollable external factors (e.g., climate change, population changes) that may
impact the consequences of a decision [55]. Benefits of scenario planning include an enhancement of an
institution’s capacity to perceive, interpret, and respond to change, as well as facilitate social learning [56].

In the CRTM planning framework, the scenario planning process is used to identify critical
uncertainties that affect water infrastructure to obtain a matrix of extreme alternative future scenarios.
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These scenarios are then used to “wind tunnel test” [23] the option space. The scenarios may shift
the option space by changing the drivers, technologies under consideration, and the priorities of the
actors. There are two levels of analysis that can then be done to address contextual uncertainty. First,
the scenarios and TBL-MCDA models can be used to evaluate the performance of the alternatives
in the future scenarios, focusing on the most influential inputs that were identified in the sensitivity
analysis. Second, the scenarios can be used to examine whether the option space and factors used to
evaluate the option space would change in each possible future.

MCDA, uncertainty analysis, and sensitivity analysis provide the structure for complex decision
analysis, but do not address the socio-institutional barriers to taking a flexible, transdisciplinary
approach that is needed for IUWM. A process was needed to accommodate feedback from many
diverse participants throughout the study.

3.3. Participatory Process

Urban water management problems are influenced by local and regional conditions, planning
decisions, regulations, water rights, geography, and community priorities. Participants of IUWM
projects can include representatives from the different water sectors, local customers, city departments,
regional interests, and regulators (Figure 5). This makes a collaborative, participatory process that
is essential for success. A participatory approach to decision making improves understanding and
respect for other perspectives, resulting in better technical and contextual understanding of complex
problems, an increase in ownership of the outcome, the potential to address water justice issues, and
the establishment of the social network that is needed to support long-term organizational adaptive
capacity [10,57,58]. However, lack of inclusiveness, empowerment, transparency, and clear goals can
lead to a poor participation process with negative outcomes, including lack of cooperation, support,
and consideration for minority viewpoints [58].
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The CRTM planning framework enables continuous feedback loops between the project team,
internal and external experts, and stakeholders (Figure 6). In the study, it included a wider range of
participants, encouraged knowledge sharing among participants, and created a more agile approach.
Formal meetings with utility and city department managers, as well as participation from managers
in monthly progress meetings, facilitated interdepartmental collaboration. Two formal stakeholder
workshops allowed the NICG to identify missing decision criteria and methodological concerns early
in the study. Later, the NICG validated the revised the methods and performance indicators and
assigned weights to the criteria that were used in the decision analysis. This iterative process facilitated
a soft feedback loop and allowed the option space to evolve as the team consulted and presented
progress to participants and received feedback to incorporate into future versions.
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While each of the four components of the CRTM framework—TBL, MCDA, uncertainty and
sensitivity analyses, and participatory decision making—provide a critical piece of the puzzle, merging
the components into a single framework, enabling practitioners to address a wider range of IUWM
barriers. The CRTM planning framework builds on previous studies by integrating all four concepts
to address the barriers to IUWM. The methodology provides further refinement of the option space
(feasible infrastructure solutions) by providing more transparency into the factors (actors, technology,
drivers) influencing the option space [2]. An iterative and participatory approach throughout the
decision process provides insight into stakeholder priorities and attitudes toward risk, performance,
and cost of new technical solutions considered, and constraints and goals. MCDA and TBL help
to provide the structure and process for facilitating complex multidimensional decision problems
between multiple stakeholders and facilitate stakeholder understanding of the benefits and trade-offs
that are associated with alternative strategies. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses ensure better
understanding of complex problems and reduce decision risk. Any long-term infrastructure decision
will require several iterations of the framework as decision makers’ understanding of the problem
evolves or environmental conditions and stakeholder preferences change.

4. Impacts of the CRTM Planning Framework

The CRTM planning framework (Figure 2) changed the factors influencing the option space in
the study and allowed for further refinement of the option space by addressing participant concerns
regarding the decision process. It changed the decision models that were used to evaluate the option
space, improved visibility into the decision process with uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, expanded
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the number of participants, increased communication between participants, and facilitated NICG
cooperation. This section explains how the CRTM planning framework changed the approach that
was taken in the study and influenced the option space. For technical details regarding the dual water
supply study, please refer to Cole et al. [29,53].

4.1. TBL-MCDA Models

Changing the decision models to preserve the complimentary lenses of sustainability and
including the NICG in defining the criteria and performance indicators that were used to evaluate the
alternatives resulted in more meaningful stakeholder participation and regained their support in the
study. In addition, quantitative scores in each TBL category further enhanced the capacity to assess
the decision.

Originally, there were 25 performance indicators organized under five main criteria. The revised
approach increased the number of main criteria to 11 and evaluating those criteria from each bottom
line resulted in a total of 17 financial, 15 social, and 13 environmental performance indicators [29].
Of particular interest to the group were how alternatives would affect the natural areas supported by
the urban water corridors. This resulted in the addition of a criterion that favored the fourth alternative
(separated irrigation systems).

4.2. Addressing Uncertainty

The uncertainty analysis helped to refine the option space by allowing stakeholders to consider
the performance of the alternatives over the full range of possible inputs and identify the most
robust alternatives given future uncertainty. It also allowed stakeholders to identify where there was
overlap in alternative performance, which is important for future analysis. The sensitivity analysis
provided insight into which inputs were driving output variance and it should be the focus of future
analysis. It also showed which inputs did not impact output variance for model simplification in future
analysis. The results showed that the key factors driving uncertainty in the alternatives’ financial,
social, and environmental performance were regulatory and political in nature rather than technical,
highlighting the importance of including regulators, community, and regional stakeholders in the
decision making process [53]. Scenario planning was added to the methodology to evaluate extreme
future uncertainties that cannot be addressed with uncertainty analysis, but was not done as part of
the dual water systems study.

4.3. Expanding Participatory Decision Making

Initially, the project participants consisted of eight participants from three departments. However,
snowball sampling expanded the number of participants and departments involved as the team’s
understanding of the problem and people affected by the decision improved. Ultimately, the study
included 41 participants representing 26 departments from the university, city, region, state, and water
technology providers (Figure 7). Collaborating among a large group of participants made integrating a
more iterative participatory process throughout the study essential.

The stakeholders that were included in this study were representatives from city, utility, and
university departments (Figure 7: NICG, Project Team, Project Sponsor). While local government
participants are key stakeholders, the implementation of IUWM requires additional buy-in from
customers, other stakeholders and regulators. These groups were not included in this initial study but
are discussed further in the Discussion Section.

Engaging in a soft feedback loop process resulted in several important changes. Participant
feedback expanded the evaluation factors and the option space as stakeholders shared community
values and priorities, other city managers shared departmental goals, and multidisciplinary experts
revealed financial, technical, regulatory, or political constraints. It gave study participants a more
holistic view of the problem and a better understanding of different stakeholders’ attitudes toward risk.
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size represents the number of shortest paths going through that department (betweenness centrality)
(igraph R package). Connections represent knowledge sharing communications. Thickness of
connections represent the number of communications. Meetings, workshops, and phone conversations
were represented as reciprocal communications and emails as unidirectional communication).
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The participatory approach (Figure 6) taken in the CRTM framework that was used in the dual
water systems study led to a greater level of interaction among study participants. The original
methodology would have resulted in a star shaped social network graph of communication among
participants with all communication flowing to and from the project team. Instead, there were more
communication connections between participants than originally anticipated (Figure 7). The exchange
of knowledge between the project team, utility, and other city departments led to a better understanding
of how the project would affect the objectives of other city departments, how it fits into the city’s
overall goals, and the priorities of the local community.

5. Discussion

The original methodology in the dual water systems study in Fort Collins led to the confrontation
of several challenges to IUWM that were identified in previous studies. However, more inclusive
participation throughout the study and maintaining a cooperative approach allowed for the
identification of obstacles to project success and the adaptation of a decision framework to address
those obstacles. The resulting CRTM planning framework was successful in overcoming some of the
identified barriers to IUWM, but did not address ‘lock-in effects of legacy systems’ [2] or regulatory
hurdles that need to be considered in future work. This framework stresses the importance of involving
stakeholders and experts from the beginning of a project in an iterative process to ensure contextual and
technical understanding of the problem, empower stakeholders, and garner support. The importance
of integrating a hybrid TBL-MCDA approach to provide structure for the decision analysis, ensure that
problems are evaluated from the three lenses of sustainability, and make transparent to stakeholders the
benefits and tradeoffs that are involved with alternatives. It also addresses the need for the inclusion
of techniques, such as uncertainty analysis, scenario planning, and sensitivity analysis, which account
for future uncertainty and provide a better understanding of the increasingly complex problems water
managers are asked to solve. The focus of this study was on IUWM decision making in a public utility
context. However, the CRTM concepts could potentially be applied to other contexts, as the challenges
that are faced by IUWM decision makers are similar to other public infrastructure decisions involving
complex systems and multiple stakeholders.

5.1. Addressing IUWM Barriers

The CRTM planning framework (Figure 2) integrates TBL, MCDA, uncertainty and sensitivity
analyses, scenario planning, and a participatory process to address obstacles to IUWM planning.
Limitations of the original methodology and the participant needs identified for project success arose
from several of the IUWM barriers that were previously identified in the introduction section. Several
researchers have combined more than one method to increase the effectiveness of their approach.
Hyde et al. [25] and Sapkota et al. [39] both proposed frameworks that utilize MCDA and uncertainty
analysis to evaluate sustainable water alternatives. Scholten et al. [26] took this a step further and
applied MCDA, uncertainty analysis, and global sensitivity analysis to water supply infrastructure
planning. Scholten et al. [19] and Karaca et al. [23] both use MCDA and scenario planning to evaluate
water infrastructure decisions. Ultimately, the synergy that is created from integrating these different
methods in a single planning framework enables decision makers to overcome many IUWM barriers
(Table 1).

The project identified two feasible dual water supply alternatives for the city to consider in
future planning, centralized water treatment with dual distribution and separated irrigation systems.
The revised approach garnered buy-in from stakeholders and water managers would like to implement
a pilot study. However, ‘lock-in effects of legacy systems’ [2] still pose an obstacle to implementation.
In a built out urban area, implementing alternative solutions is less difficult in redevelopment or new
development areas on the fringe of the service area. There is interest in a neighborhood planned for
redevelopment that is located close to the central water treatment facility for implementation, but this
remains in the preliminary discussion phase. Marlow et al. [2] point out that the implementation of
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new solutions will likely happen incrementally over time. Maintaining momentum to implement new
strategies will require concerted effort and ongoing community engagement.

Table 1. How the CRTM planning framework addressed barriers to IUWM decision making.

IUWM Barriers
Encountered How the CRTM Planning Framework Addressed Barriers

Lack of collaborative
governance

Addressed institutional obstacles to collaboration through an informal, flexible,
participatory process that included multiple stakeholder groups, water sectors, and city
departments. Revised methodology regained stakeholder support and further
participation in the study.

Risk averse culture
Stakeholder participation was key to understanding different types of risk and attitudes
towards those risks. Uncertainty and sensitivity analyses, and scenario planning provide a
structured methodology for addressing decision risk.

Bias toward technocratic
solutions

Inclusion of stakeholders in a collaborative, iterative approach throughout the project
allowed for better contextual understanding of the human, technological and ecological
dimensions. TBL-MCDA allowed for inclusion of more subjective criteria important to
stakeholders in the decision analysis.

Vertical & horizontal
fragmentation

Managers from different “silos” were included through informal meetings, inclusive
monthly progress meetings, and stakeholder workshops. This participation facilitated the
identification of areas of alignment and conflict, which allowed for a more
holistic approach.

Lack of information
and/or appropriate tools

Stakeholder and expert involvement in an iterative, participatory process allowed for
knowledge sharing between participants resulting in a comprehensive approach to the
problem. TBL-MCDA, uncertainty analysis and sensitivity analysis provided a structural
framework for the decision process.

Increased complexity
Integration of a participatory process increased understanding of the problem from
multiple perspectives. Sensitivity analysis can help identify key inputs driving the
uncertainty in the decision results and simplify the decision problem for future iterations.

Decisions driven by
financial metrics

Hybrid TBL-MCDA approach provided transparency into all costs and benefits by
analyzing the decision problem through the three pillars of sustainability and including
incommensurable and intangible performance criteria in a quantitative manner.

5.2. Community Values

Several water utility sustainable practices and technical solutions exist, but there is a gap in
the adoption of these systems by local governments. Landis [59] found that less than half of the
125 US water utilities surveyed are using sustainability practices or technologies and only 21% had
a sustainability plan or policy approved by the local government. Fort Collins is a progressive city
with a Sustainability Services Department and it has adopted sustainability and climate action plans.
The local community has a history of innovation and investment in its future focused on ecological
and social values [60,61]. Smithsonian Lemelson Center for the Study of Invention and Innovation
recognized Fort Collins as a place of invention due to its “overarching character of collaboration”
between the Colorado State University, city government, and local businesses [61]. Residents have
approved sales tax increases to create open space and land conservation enabling the preservation
of 39 natural areas [60]. The Fort Collins’ community focus on the environmental and social benefits
of nurturing these natural areas had a significant effect on the option space and the key drivers that
were included to evaluate alternative performance. This demonstrates how community values and
the presence of a local university committed to community engagement can shape the option space
further reinforcing the need for early engagement with the community.

The next steps involve decision makers consulting the public on the benefits they value the most
to inform the decision process. Choice experiments, which are commonly used to measure individual
preferences regarding ecosystem services [62–64], can be applied to assess the value the public places
on the benefits of the alternatives.
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5.3. Institutional Obstacles to Collaborative Decision Making

Implementation of IUWM may require fundamental changes in the structure and regulatory
control of water services. The study that is discussed here focused mainly on water supply, but
IUWM can involve wastewater, stormwater, and recycled water, as well as associated issues of green
infrastructure. Obtaining approvals and buy-ins from customers, other stakeholders, and regulators
can involve lengthy and conflictual processes involving law, politics, finance, and public opinion.

As they undertake their work duties, stakeholders within a local government represent the public
in part, but planners and managers are often surprised by the extent of public resistance to change,
funding increases and perceived risk. To confront the possible barriers, it is good practice to consider
customers and ratepayers, the broader public, and regulators as other stakeholders. Understanding
how customers view the risks, benefits, and possible changing roles and responsibilities that are
associated with alternative strategies is essential to understanding the full context of the problem,
different stakeholder biases, and customer adoption [48,65]. Engaging the broader public early in the
soft loop process helps to inform the public, build trust, and prevent misinformation that could lead
to public rejection of alternative strategies [9,65,66]. Even with broad public acceptance, risk-averse
regulatory bodies have little incentive to change long-standing practices that are designed to avoid
past failures. For example, even while homeowners have been enthusiastic to use graywater or roof
runoff for irrigation, regulatory bodies have often prohibited the practice [67].

Ultimately, gaining approval from local government stakeholders within an organization is a
necessary first step, but the most that can be gained at that stage is the development of an initial plan.
This must then be converted into an action program that includes planned public participation at
different stages [68]. Even then, the public may not take interest until a definite issue, such as a rate or
tax increase, is in front of them. Opposition can surface at any stage and must be anticipated.

5.4. Long-Term Action Program

Implementation of alternative strategies occurs over time. As time passes, the external conditions
change, new technologies become available, and stakeholder opinions and objectives change.
The CRTM framework addresses this with future iterations of the framework. However, integrating the
CRTM framework with a dynamic adaptive policy plan [69] would provide a roadmap for identifying
when water managers should engage in the next CRTM cycle. As current strategies reach a tipping
point, “conditions under which an action no longer meets the clearly specified objectives” [69],
the CRTM framework can be used to re-evaluate the option space.

6. Conclusions

This manuscript details the CRTM planning framework that evolved from a study evaluating
alternative water supply strategies for a utility in Colorado. The original linear, technocratic decision
process was limited in facilitating ongoing input from a diverse group of participants, evaluating
alternatives from the TBL, and quantifying and evaluating decision risk. These limitations ultimately
led to resistance from stakeholders. In response to these challenges, a new framework evolved that
provided a structured methodology for integrating TBL into MCDA, incorporated uncertainty and
sensitivity analysis, and provided a more agile participatory approach to the problem. The framework
addresses barriers to IUWM decision making by building institutional capacity through a more flexible
and participatory approach; integrating the three pillars of sustainability, incommensurate criteria, and
stakeholder preferences; reducing decision risk and improving transparency and considering extreme
futures. The CRTM framework could potentially be more broadly applied to other complex public
infrastructure decisions.

The CRTM framework was successful in regaining stakeholder support. Stakeholder feedback
was not only the impetus for the CRTM framework, but it also impacted the criteria that were used to
refine the option space. The TBL-MCDA models ensured a better balance between financial, social,
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and environmental performance in the decision analysis. The agile participatory process increased
the number and diversity of participants that were involved in the study and increased knowledge
sharing among participants. This allowed for a more holistic approach to the decision process, more
collaboration between city departments, and better alignment with community values.

Problem complexity was addressed with uncertainty and global sensitivity analyses. Uncertainty
analysis helped to refine the option space by showing how uncertainty in decision model inputs
affected the performance of the alternatives. Global sensitivity analysis provided more transparency
for model simplification and the identification of key inputs for future analysis.

There were some key lessons learned from the study that practitioners should keep in mind when
applying the CRTM planning framework. Involving stakeholders early in the process and taking a
flexible, adaptive approach provides local context to the problem, avoids a technocratic approach, and
facilitates stakeholder participation and buy-in. In addition to coordinating across city departments,
addressing issues of long-term uncertainty and risk requires integrating tools, like uncertainty analysis,
global sensitivity analysis, and future scenario planning into the planning framework. Determining
the level of detail that is appropriate for the type of analysis being conducted and remaining inclusive
without creating needless complexity is challenging and a method for minimizing problem complexity
is essential. Finally, maintaining momentum for IUWM projects is difficult due to long planning
horizons. A project timeline that includes well timed, cyclic inclusion of stakeholders throughout the
process can help to maintain public interest and organizational momentum.

Future work should focus on strengthening linkages with external stakeholders. This study
attempted to overcome institutional barriers by focusing on horizontal collaboration at the city
governance level. However, the study lacked direct public participation and vertical collaboration
between local and more regional interests. Groups representing the public, utility customers, regional
water utilities, canal companies, irrigation districts, and other regional interest groups should be
included in future consideration of the feasible alternatives and policies for future implementation of
the alternative strategies.
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